I am sending you small medallions – Pegasus and the Fountain – carried out in the style that I have in mind.

Anyway, I don't believe I am smart enough to suggest in water color on paper the kind of brilliance that I can get in glass for such windows as those for the Bohemian Club. So these sketches are Exhibit A – and the two medallions, Exhibit B.

You will gather that I made the two windows as symbols of what are possibly the best known activities of the Bohemian Club – High Jinks and Low Jinks.

High Jinks is symbolizes by Pegasus producing the Fountain Hippocrene by kicking a hole in Mount Helicon.

The other design offers a burlesque of Pegasus – a stained glass donkey kicking the top of a champagne bottle.

Each design is articulated by the figure of an owl – High Jinks, by a wide awake bird holding the symbol of wisdom and royalty – the sceptre and an orb of blue. The bird is surrounded by clouds of
violet for wisdom and meditation.

The Low Jinks bird holds the wand of the jester, and winks one eye.